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1. Introduction*)

Extensive participation in the international division of labor is

an essential prerequisite for the present standards of living in

most small economies. The natural and necessary openness, however,

makes small countries more sensitive than larger countries to inter-

national fluctuations and to variations in their international

competitive position. During the 70 l s external conditions for all

countries became considerably less favorable than they were during

the more or less steady expansion and price stability of the 50's and

60's. As a starting point for discussion we will summarize, in the

light of Finnish experience, some difficulties encountered when trying

to protect a small open economy by traditional demand management and

exchange rate policies from international price and growth disturbances

while at the same time trying to safeguard the competitive position

of the country. We will discuss here only macro policies and leave

aside other questions (such as structural problems of the present

situation) even if these questions cannot completely be separated from

each other.

*) I am grateful to Kari Alho for comments on the contents of this note.
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2. Course of output, inflation and competitiveness in Finland

Owing to her population of less than five million and to her relatively

narrow resource base Finland has become a relatively open economy.

The share af exparts in GDP was 3~ % in 1981. Though there has been rapid

changes in the structure af exports since the second warld war (see fig.1)

the share af variaus forest pröducts (e.g. timber, paper, pulp) in

exports is still large. Warld trade in these products has typically

experienced larger. valume and price changes than other industrial praducts

and this has made the economy particularly sensitive ta fluctuations in

world trade. The country breakdown af trade (see fig. 2) has varied

considerably in the 70's. Finland imports mast of her crude oil from the

Soviet Union and owing to the bilateral nature of this trade changes in

oil prices have been reflected not anly in imports from, but alsa in

exparts to that country. Because this trade is conducted at world market

prices, changes in oil prices have mainly been campensated for by changes

in the valume of exparts. As increases in oil prices have typically been

followed by low export demand by western countries and by high export

possibilities to eastern countries, this has created a built-instabilizer

against unexpected oil price changes (see fig. 3).

Variations in the growth rate, in the inflation rate and in the competitive

position have in Finland been larger than in most other European countries

(see fig. 4, 5 and 6). The average growth rate has been slightly and the

average inflation rate clearly higher than in the OECD area on average.

The typical 5 year business cycles have in timing closely followed

developments in the western export markets. The inflation differential

has been due to domestic demand management, exchange rate and incomes
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policies. Against this record, it seems, fhe Finnish stabilization

policies have not been very successful.

3. Comments on demand management policies

In a small economyexternal equilibfium limits essentially the possi

bilities of compensating for foreign growth disturbances by demand

management policies. If domestic demand is increased, the attainment

of a better employment situation will happen at the cost of the current

aceount equilibrium. In figure 7 the trade-off lines eorresponding to

the expansion of publie demand have been drawn. 1) In figure 8 the observed

points are presented in relation to the employment situation of the

trade partners. Point 86 A corresponds to a position where Finland

would be in 1986 on certain assumptions concerning international develop

ments and eeonomic policies. 2) With 1 %p.a. extra public demand growth

the economy' would be moved to point 86B. Points 64-82 correspond to

those aetually observed in 1964-1982. The steepness of the trade-off

lines, of course, also depends on the time span during which the effeets

of the policy measures are observed. If, e.g., one believes in a vertical

Phillips curve, then also these trade-off lines would in the long run

be vertical.

Figure 7 shows how radieally the position of the ehoiee loei assoeiated

with ordinary demand management policies has ehanged sinee the beginning

1) The trade-off lines have been calculated with a revised version of an
eeonometrie model presented in Vartia (1974).

2) See Medium term prospeets (1982) of the Researeh Institute of the Finnish
Eeonomy.
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of the seventies. Starting from the present position, current account

would already show an unbearable deficit long before the attainment of

full employment.

The position of the demand management trade-off lines varies in principle

with changes in all predetermined variables, and its slope depends on

all the parameters of the simultaneous equation model. Two important

exogenous shifts are considered in the figure: a faster domestic wage-

price inflation, which with fixed exchange rates leads to a deteriorating

competitive position. If industrial production in the OECD area grew 1 %

a,·year fa~ter than in the basic alternative~ the demand management line

of 1986 would be shifted upwards to the right to pass through point 86C.

If domestic wages and prices increased by Z %a year more than in the

basic alternative, the demand management line would pass through point 860.

The possibilities of overcoming the present difficulties by only stimulating

domestic demand thus seem very small indeed. 1) As can be seen from figure 7,

this line of action was followed in 1974-75, when the recession was also

expected to be shorter. With persistently low external demand and growing

current account deficits, the policy stance had to be changed.

The Finnish expansionary policies of the late 70's (after a very defla

tionary period in 1975-77) a;med at eas;ng the external constraint by

stimulating investments in the open sector of the economy rather than

private consumption or publ;c demand. The short~run macro-effects of

increases ;n various demand components are similar. Stimulation of

1) We do not discuss here the internal constraint of publie deficit.
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i'nvestm~f\t, however, not only raises the short-run demand

(the Keynesian investment multiplier) but also increases productivity and

the potential long-run output of the open sector and thus helps to solve

some af the structural prablems when investment prajects mature. The

measures were thus designed ta serve simultaneausly the impravement af

emplayment and the maintenance af external balance. Stimulation of invest-

ment is an impartant link between shart run demand management and

structural issues.

Because in small cauntries changes in the campetitive pasitian lead ta

cansiderable shifts in the trade-off line presented above, the pas

sibility af influencing the cost and price movements relative ta ather

countries either by reducing the inflation rate ar by devaluing the

currency is often suggested. According to this view the small share of

a small country in world trade can even under unfavorable demand con-

ditions be increased by changing its competitive position sufficiently.

Finland has on some occasions been able to reduce the inflation rate

rapidly by incomes policies. Thesesuccesful experiences (maderate

wage increases in centralized wage negotiations, or even postponement

of already agreed wage increases) are from situations where the unemploy

ment rate has been high:)On the other hand, it is nat passible to

1) Develapments of this kind may make room for, e.g., an almost
simultaneous slower growth af manetary aggregated, but the fact that
monetary aggregates can later be used to "explain" reductian in the
inflation rate daes nat mean that incames policies have nat had any
effect.
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manage the inflation rate by incomes policies alone. In lIoverheated"

situations the negotiated wages and at least wage drift will increase

rapidly. Incomes policies have thus to be supported by other economic

policies, e.g. the demand management and exchange rate policies.

However, since it has often proved very time consuming ta improve the

deteriorated competitive position by lowering the domestic inflation

rate, devaluations have often been resorted to, in order to solve the

problems of (price) competitiveness and prafitability. These experiences

are dtscussed in next chapter.

4. Comments on exchange rate policies

Until 1973 Finland was part of the Bretton Woods system with a fixed

exchange rate and since then, the Finnish mark has been fixed against a

basket of fourteen currencies, except for short periods in the early

70's. The average inflation rate of the country has clearly exceeded

that in the competing countries and there were large devaluations

during the second half of the 40's, in 1957~ 1967, 1977-78 and 1982. As

shown by fig. 8, the Finnish mark was revalued slightly in 1980-81.

Figure 8 shows that, except during the Korean boom early in the fifties,

export and import prices in f0reign currencies (i.e., export and import

prices deflated by the exchange rate index) stayed more or less

constant during the 50's and the 60's.During the 70's they almost

tripled, but Finland was not able ta fol1ow the lIinflation norm" ,
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i.e.~ the standard macroeconomic wisdom which advices to use exchange

rate (and monetary) policy to reduce imported inflation. One reason for

this has been that the inflation norm has often been contrasted with

the so-called "competitiveness norm", which advices to use the exchange

rate to safeguard the countryls competitive Position. 1)

Effects of a policy of fixed exchange rates in a situation where world

market prices rise more rapidly than domestic prices are often said

to produce the same results as an "unplanned" devaluation. In some

respects~ however, the results differ. For example~ effects on the

relative profitability and thus on the competitive position of domestic

vis-a-vis foreign producers are not the same. This problem is generally

not dealt with in the standard models for open economies. Particularly

for small countries with a one-sided export structure~ it may be a

relevant question.

When the competitive position is considered to be good (and perhaps also

improving) the inflation norm and competitiveness no}ware not in serious

contradiction with each other. In situations where a revaluation is

seen to lead to lower than normal levels of competitivity and to a profit

squeeze the social costs af the revaluation in the short and medium run

may be considered too high. An important question is, of course, how

fast and to which extent the exchange rate changes are reflected in

in domestic wage and price movements and what are the effects on the

real side of the economy. Considerable differences of opinions exist in

this respect. 2)

1) For a discussion of these norms, see Korkman (1980).

2) It would seem natural to assume that the effects of exchange rate
changes on the existing domestic price level are different depending
on whether one starts from an equilibrium of disequilibrium position
(e.g. in the purchasing power parity sense).
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A particular difficulty experienced with exchange rate policies in

Finland has been the somestimes very divergent price movements in

various sectors (see Pekkarinen (1981)). Fig. 10 demonstrates the

course of export prices in paper iridustry and in metal product

industry. Had exchange rate policy been used to deal with rapid

increases and decreases in the volatile forest product prices, this
would rnve meant serious problems in other sectors.

Most of Finland's foreign trade is denominated in foreign currencies. 1)

That is why the export prices in agreements negotiated before exchange

rate changes ho1d i n forei gn currenci es duri ng the so-ca 11 ed "currency

contract period" immediately following the exchange rate change (see

e.g. Magee (1973)). Thus in the very short run, domestic-currency

export prices change almost by the"full amount of the exchange rate

change. Accordingtö Vartia & Salmi (1981) renegotiated export prices

in marks have been adjusted upwards by about 75-80 %of the amount of

the devaluation. In other words, there has been only little pass-through

into lower foreign currency prices, and devaluations have been used as

an opportunity ta restore profit margins, which before the devaluations

have usua11y reached lower than "normal" levels. 2)

Large exchange rate changes have thus meant large changes in the income

shares between the firms and households and between the firms in the open

1) In 1981 the contract share of the mark was about 10 %both in imports
and exports.

2) The effects that changes in export prices in foreign currency have
on the valume of exparts are nat discussed here. It should be nated,
however, that exchange rate changes may affect the valume of exports
even if there is nat pass-through. These effects come from the supply
side: in the shart run, same expart capacity which has not been profit
able may again become so and, in the langer run, improved prafitability
may lead ta increases in, e.g., expart capacity and marketing efforts.
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sector and those in the sheltered sector. Between devaluations the

inflation rate has most of the time been higher than in competing

countrjes and income shares have slowly returned to the pre-devaluation

levels. This has been the case regardless of the fact that, at the

moment of the devaluation~ there has been some a kind of consensus

on the necessity to alter income shares in favor of the open sector.

The crucial role played in the Finnish post-war business cycles by

changes in the "competitive position ll
~ i .e., by the large and often

persistent shifts in relative prices~ in income shares and in the

profitability of firms can shortly besummarized as follows. 1) The

exehange rates have in most cases been changed toward the end of an

international reeession, in a situation eharaeterized be a seriously

deteriorated employment situation in Finland. The devaluation~ eombined

with a recovery of international demand~ has led to a strong upswing~

typified by very brisk investment aetivity due to the improved

profitability.2) Of course, devaluations have at least in the short run

1) In most countries, changes in eompetitive position are determined in
terms of movements in relative unit labour eosts (fig. 6) (or some
other price or eost series), income shares, profitability and market
shares. Fortunately the measures of changes in the competitive position
often lead to similar conclusions. More difficult is, of course, the
problem of determining the suitable level of competitivity.

2) Inelusion of profitability in the investment funetion has been a
much discussed topic. It is often regarded as a proxy for liquidity
future expectations, eapital costs, etc. Recently profitability as a
disequilibrium concept has also received theoretical attention; see
e.g. Malinvaud (1980, 1981). More analytical and empirical work is
required to settle this important question, which is in many countries
closely related to the structural aspects (decreasing trend of the share
of profits and a low level of investments) of the present difficulties.
It is also worth noting that if exchange rates cause large changes in
relative prices and in profitability and if this in turn affects
investment, then exchange rates become an important instrument for
controlling domestie demand (investment) directly.
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had a deflationary effect on private consumption, but because of higher

exports and investment, the overall effect on production has during the

first year already been positive. By the first international downswing

following a notable change in exchange rates, competitiveness has

generally not yet deteriorated. The investment ratio has stayed rather

high, the recession has remained mild, and the recovery of international

demand has sayed the economy before the situation had substantially

worsened. But by the time the next recession after the devaluation has

set in, the profitability of firms has already decisively deteriorated,

investment has been low and unemployment has strongly increasee. When

the efforts made to improve competitiveness through deflationary policies

and incomes have proved urisuccessful, changing the exchange rate has been

finally resorted to. In this caricature of a sequence of trade cycle

then, a strong upswing, a mild recession, a moderate upswing and a severe

recession have followed one another (see fig. 4).

In this process devaluations have led to inflationary impulses and domestic

wage and price movements have led to so greatly worsened competitive

position that devaluations have again been regarded as necessary. When

seeking "causes" for the devaluation cycles, even "fixedll exchange rates

must be considered endogerious~ An explanation must rather be sought in

the difficulties encountered in the general demand management policies or in

the institutional Dr structural features which have made the Finnish

economy so inflation prone. Econometric models where exchange rates are

considered exogenous, and thus their changes are regarded as IIcausesll of

changes in endogenous variables, do not give an accurate description of

the process. Rather, models which combine properties of the existing

fixed and flexible exchange rate models would be more appropriate.
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Introduction of temporarily rigid ·but jumping (in response to some

perhaps changing and politically determined threshold values) exchange

rates offer difficult problems for research.

5. Conclusion

In the 70's the international environment of small countries became much

less favorable than it was during the 50's and 60's. The possibilities

of coping with the present situation by traditional-type demand management

policies ~re strongly limited by such constraints as the resulting cur

rent account defi cits ~ ·pub1ic deficits and pers i stent infl ati onary

tendencies.

For various reasons it has also proved difficult for many countries to

use exchange rate policies to stabilize foreign trade prices in domestic

currency. Among the wellknown reasons for these difficulties we have

already mentioned the lack of ~oordination of exchange rate~ demand

management (particularly monetary) and incomes policies~ contradiction

of the lIinflation norm ll with the IIcompetitivity normll~ fluctuations in

relative export prices of different sectors and disagreement on the

II r ight ll income distribution.

Another important reason for the difficulties has certainly been the

big forecasting errors of the 70's~ not only on the volume but also

on the price side. Thus~ e.g., the rapid rise in Finnish export prices

in 1974 was not expected and left little time for active exchange rate

policies. Because of the close connection of the exchange rate policies
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with ineomes poliey and income shares the problem has often been not the

laek of expedients but the absenee of politieal agreement on their use

until the situation has developed into an emergency or until it is tao

late to start preventive aetion.

An important issue related to the above problems eoneerns the extent

to which we have been witnessing a long-term trend iri the thinking of

economists and politieians towards questioning the effeetiveness of

diseretionary maero polieies, towards growing coneern about the expansion

of the publie sector and towards emphasizing price stability at the eost

af emplayment. Regardless af the positian taken by individual eeonamists

on these issues, we all are likely to agree that these kinds af shifts

af emphasis could have a eonsiderable effect on the eeonomic polieies

af the 1980's. Just as political 'business cycles are eaused by short-run

changes in the poliey stance (motivated a desire to ey attain e.g. a suitable

emplayment-inflatian mix befare electians), so long-run growth and

inflation cycles may be affected by the emphasis that different generatians

of decision makers give ta various eeonomic targets and by long-run

changes in ideas concerning the applicability af variaus policy instruments.
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Fig. 1. Finnish commodity exports by branches of production,

% shares in the current values of commodity exports
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Fig. 3. Vo1ume indices of commodity exports to Eastern and Western
countries, 1971-83, (1975,::: 100) 1)
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Fig. 4. GDP at constant prices, capacity utilization and changes
in GDP
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Fig. 5. Changes in consumption prices in Finland and in OECD area,
1951-82, %
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Fig. 7. The trade-off between external and internal equilibrium
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Fi g. 9. Quarterly development of export and import prices in domestic
currency and annua1 average effecti ve exchange rate 1949 =100
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Fig. 10. Export prices of paper and metal products in 1950-82
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